Trump begging for a meeting with Rouhani

Iran-Turkey trade policy is ready to seek $30b despite sanctions

TEHRAN — During the 27th meeting of Iran-Turkey Joint Economic Committee, which was held in Ankara from September 12 to 13, the two sides investigated the status of the bilateral trade and economic issues as the most prioritized issue. The meeting, chaired by Iran and Turkey, has no limitation for expanding and deepening of ties despite the pressures of the U.S. sanctions.

For the meeting, the Iranian presid- ent’s special advisor, Mohammad Vaezi, who is the chairman of the committee, mentioned expounding the process of implementing the joint committee’s trade and economic issues. He referred to the fact that Iran has no limitations for expanding and deepening of ties despite the pressures of the U.S. sanctions.

The previous rounds of the conference have been held with the participation of the two countries’ parlia- ments and participants gathered from all corners of the world. In the previous meeting, Iran and Turkey announced that they will begin talks about investing and economic issues for the first time ever.

The meeting was attended by various ministers from both countries including the Iranian Minister of Industry, Mines and Agriculture (ICCIMA) and his Turkish counterpart.

The objective of the joint committee was to increase trade and economic issues as the most prioritized issue. The meeting, chaired by Iran and Turkey, has no limitation for expanding and deepening of ties despite the pressures of the U.S. sanctions.

The meeting was attended by various ministers from both countries including the Iranian Minister of Industry, Mines and Agriculture (ICCIMA) and his Turkish counterpart.

The reality is that Riyadh has been a source of terror and violence in the West Asian region for the last decades. The Saudi crown prince is now trapped in a trap created by U.S. policies. Unfortunately, what happened recently at the Aramco oil facility was a sign of Saudi Arabia’s complete defeat in the Yemen war. Riyadh currently has no choice but to officially announce defeat in Yemen. Even U.S. President Donald Trump no longer has the power to support the Saudis in Yemen anymore.
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U.S. fails to condemn Iran at UN over Aramco accusation

**POLITICAL**

TEHRAN – The United States has failed to condemn Iran over Yemeni attacks on Saudi oil facilities. A draft resolution to condemn Iran was voted against by 12 countries after a voting procedure on September 14. However, certain U.S. officials have called for the implementation of U.S. sanctions on Iran. The Houthi Ansarullah movement has stated that drones are the result of the war on Yemen.

Pompeo admits tensions with Iran are result of Trump’s policies

**POLITICAL**

TEHRAN – Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said Wednesday the administration’s efforts to isolate Iran have resulted in a “maximum pressure” campaign. "This is a very big campaign," Pompeo said in a speech on the 2015 agreement, the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action. "This is very big," Mnuchin said. "We've now cut off all source of funds to Iran from 80% of the world.

Trump sanctions Iran’s central bank

(CNBC) — President Donald Trump on Friday said he had ordered sanctions on Iran’s central bank at the “highest level.” The president repeatedly said he was preparing to return to the negotiating table with Tehran, saying that “there is this theme that some country is going to come back to the table.” The sanctions were imposed in response to Iran’s continued support for the Houthis in Yemen.

Zarif says U.S. Artax oil tanker in Iranian waters

Zarif was speaking ahead of the Saudi Arabian Oil Company (SAO), which was behind the attacks. Tehran has strongly denied any involvement, saying that only regional countries can secure strategic bodies of water. Zarif was speaking as he joined the international community in condemning the attack on Saudi Arabia.

Army, IRGC hold joint aerial drills over Persian Gulf

WASHINGTON, DC — The United States has been trying to orchestrate a military campaign against Iran, which will be faced with the Iranian armed forces and the IRGC, which have already warned the United States of the war draws.

Russia calls anti-Iran claims “unsubstantiated”
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Zarif to Pompeo: You’ve got it all wrong

The United States' wish to fight Iran to the last American is an affront to the national pride of the Iranian people. In his statement a day earlier by Pompeo during a visit to Abu Dhabi, the U.S. secretary of state, who seemed to wish to fight Iran to the last American, we’re also faced with the Iranian nation’s response. Pompeo, however, repeatedly baseless claims of Iran's involvement. Before the end of the period, Tehran has offered the Arab countries to form an anti-Iran coalition. U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo has threatened the Arab countries with economic sanctions for their refusal to join the so-called marathon. The United States' wish to fight Iran to the last American is an affront to the national pride of the Iranian people. In his statement a day earlier by Pompeo during a visit to Abu Dhabi, the U.S. secretary of state, who seemed to wish to fight Iran to the last American, we’re also faced with the Iranian nation’s response. Pompeo, however, repeatedly baseless claims of Iran's involvement. Before the end of the period, Tehran has offered the Arab countries to form an anti-Iran coalition.

Legal Capacities in Access to Justice for Victims of Terrorism held in Geneva
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China’s economy faces a ‘triple threat’, economist says

China’s preliminary third-quarter economic growth rate is the slowest ever forecast. And a “triple threat” of developmental threats is a projected decline in the nation’s population starting in 2032, Koo wrote.

The factors could wipe out China’s manufacturing advantage and send multinational corporations to other nations for cheap labor, Nomura’s Richard Koo wrote.

As China’s rapid development has raised the economic tide for its nearly 1.4 billion citizens, many have risen in turn to a “middle-income trap” jeopardizing the country’s slow-labor market, as noted by various rich nations’ research, Koo said.

At current levels, China’s value on capital for manufacturers in nearing levels seen in emerging manufacturing nations like Vietnam and Bangladesh. The U.S.-China trade war could exacerbate this migration and bring “huge negative implications for China.”

“That, coupled with the tariffs faced by Chinese-made products, suggests a meaningful decline in domestic investment is likely going forward,” Koo wrote.

Demographic data showed China’s working population declining at the start of the century, and the trend projects a net decline in population starting as soon as 2025, Koo wrote.

The combination of a middle-income trap (DIMO) has in fact continued to swell China’s debt and send China’s trade surplus on an upward trajectory. However, Koo noted, China’s economy faces troubles from several different sectors, Nomura Research Institute chief economist Richard Koo wrote in a Wednesday report.

The “triple threat”

Economists at Nomura believe that it’s already right now necessary for China to act to begin addressing this “triple threat,” Koo wrote.

China must have been too willing to damage the manufacturing industries that drive the Chinese economy for so long, as an economy that has remained behind its Western counterparts, Koo added. It has often been the case for foreign businesses not only for manufacturers know-how but also for overseas marketing and sales, the economist wrote. “In view of that, the Chinese will have to be more flexible in foreign policies than they did.”

The country will have to recover and keep its foreign investment intact, it should come to a trade agreement with President Trump before the final G20 meeting. And if Trump “acts too well, it will become impossible to separate geopolitical from trade issues.”

France urges Germany to act on economy sooner rather later

France had agreed not to further delay any changes to the budgetary process earlier this year, but now it wants Germany to act sooner rather than later to revive its flagging economy, Paris said in an approach to investigate launching French-Turkish joint train route as soon as possible in a meeting in Tehran, the official said.

Also he said that Tehran-Tehran joint train will be able to transport goods from one side of the country to the other.

The organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) has slashed South Africa’s growth forecast for 2020 from 0.5 percent to minus 0.3 percent. "Despite important efforts to prevent economic contraction, the recent decline in economic activity is expected to be more than half to just 0.3 percent for this year from the 1.2 percent it projected in May," the agency said.
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Lessons should be learned from the Saudi Aramco attacks

Newly-appointed Saudi oil minister Prince Abdulaziz bin Salman began his tenure at the weekend in the wake of attacks that have crippled the country’s energy output.

It was not immediately clear if the companies involved had made payments in return for repairs to their facilities, but there are still important lessons to learn from the attacks.

The format of the repairs, which was broadly similar to that of a previous attack in September, means it will take some 260 days to bring the affected facilities back on line. The 260 days is a rough estimate, given the extraordinary nature of the attacks.

It was announced on Monday that the Saudi Aramco oil plant at Khurais is now pumping again, though it is only at 75% capacity.

The deal on production limits between OPEC, Russia and other producers has held for now, but needs some flexibility to accommodate the loss of Saudi capacity.

The market has been sanguine about the potential for OPEC to cooperate to the extent needed to maintain supply and keep prices at current levels. The reality is that the OPEC+ meeting adjourned without an agreement and its future could be in doubt.

Newly-appointed Saudi oil minister Prince Abdulaziz bin Salman has pledged to restore lost production by the end of this month, but rising capacity by 1.2 million bpd per day by the end of November.

The International Energy Agency, whose job it is to coordinate development of clean energy supply options, has set ambitious targets to enable the world to meet its climate goals by 2050.

Saudi domestic gas output was also badly hit by the attacks; gas has become an ever more important source of oil at the same price and quality, and this has affected the bottom line in India,” he said.

It has been a challenge to find alternative sources of energy before American sanctions were imposed in November with imports exceeding 20 million tons a year.

Australians can visualize and experience wind turbines via VR

Australia’s Deakin University has partnered with a renewable energy developer to create a virtual reality (VR) tool that will help raise awareness of the public experience new wind farms before they are built.

As per cnbc.com, according to a recent press release, the Queensland based Ecoenergy has developed a VR tour of one of their wind farms.

Researchers in the CADET Virtual Reality Lab at the University of New South Wales.

The VR Lab’s Director explained that the VR experience was a way to familiarize people with developing how the wind turbines and wind farms interact with the surrounding landscape.

Now is a good time to dampen the combustible mix of threats to regional energy.

Mr. La Camera will engage on the development goals and the role of youth in climate change.

The International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) will deliver a clear message to policy makers, civil society leaders and business decision makers in New York during the 74th Session of the UN Assembly and the Climate Action Summit on September 23.

As a central theme of his participation, the Director-General will focus on how the reliable and large-scale deployment of renewable energy technologies can effectively deliver one of the greatest economic opportunities of our time.
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Oil prices are on track for a more-than-5% jump this week, their biggest in months, as ongoing trading on Friday saw prices extended on fresh tensions in the Middle East after a key Saudi Arabian oil facility was hit by drone attacks last weekend.

As recounted by Reuters.com, Friday’s news came after a Saudi-led coalition launched a military operation north of Yemen’s main port of Aden, and the Houthis worked with Middle East and European countries to build a coalition to fight the Houthis if they continue their attacks.

Breit crude is on track to rise about 7% this week, the biggest weekly gain on the New York Mercantile Exchange, the front-month November contract was at $64.46 a barrel, up 6.9 cents, or 1.1%, from $63.97 Thursday.

In the United States, meanwhile, tropical storm Humberto is predicted to result in a major oil processing facility, a key oil pipeline, terminals and a ship channel in Texas.

Global markets are also keeping an eye on U.S.-China trade negotiations in Washington, as officials from both sides resumed face-to-face talks for the first time in nearly two months on Thursday.

A key oil terminal in Saudi Arabia will be back on stream by the end of this month, but its capacity will be limited for a further six months.

The attacks, claimed by Yemen’s Houthi rebels, came after attacks on Saturday on key oil installations in Saudi Arabia’s oil-rich Abqaiq region.

Emirates News Agency quoted in its report that the initial estimates for the duration of repairs (at the end of October) may underestimate the time required,” said Stephen Innes, Asia Pacific market strategist at AxiTrader.

Saudi Arabia’s production was knocked offline by almost half after an attack on Saturday crippled a major oil processing site.

The attacks on Abqaiq and Khurais came after attacks on Saturday, the oil ministry announced.

The attacks, claimed by Yemen’s Houthi rebels, came after attacks on Saturday on key oil installations in Saudi Arabia’s oil-rich Abqaiq region.
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Japan’s world cup is an economic stress test

BY STEPHANIE SAVELL AND TONY ENGERHARD

ATHLETES — Rugby event will be an ideal rehearsal for service sector as nation prepares for 2020 Tokyo Olympics

The most recent World Rugby rankings have Korea sitting in 90th place, slightly above Vietnam, and far behind the powerhouse nations of New Zealand and South Africa. In this context, the World Cup, which kicks off on September 20, is an opportunity for Japan to showcase its progress in the years since the 2016 tournament.

Japan’s economy has been flatlining for several years, with growth rates consistently below 1%. However, ahead of the tournament, Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s government has announced plans to boost domestic demand through a series of measures, including tax cuts and increased government spending. These efforts are expected to provide a much-needed boost to the economy and help generate employment opportunities.

Critics argue that the measures are insufficient and that Japan’s economy remains fundamentally weak. However, the World Cup could provide a much-needed boost to the service sector, which accounts for over 70% of GDP in Japan. The tournament will bring in millions of visitors, boosting tourism and retail spending.

In addition to the economic benefits, the World Cup will also help to promote Japan as a host nation for other major sporting events, such as the 2020 Olympic Games. This could attract more investment and help to further drive growth in the economy.

In conclusion, the World Cup is an important event for Japan, both in terms of its economic impact and its role in promoting the country as a destination for major sporting events.

The imperalists of war

By Stephanie Savell and Tony Enghard

ANTIWAR — Today’s piece by Stephanie Savell and Tony Enghard highlights the challenges faced by the Afghan population, who have been locked in a decades-long conflict with the Taliban and other militant groups. The piece calls for a renewed commitment to helping these people and for a renewed focus on ending the war.

In this article, Savell and Enghard argue that the war in Afghanistan is not only a military conflict, but also a humanitarian crisis. They note that the number of displaced people in Afghanistan is estimated to be over 2.2 million, with many more living in areas where the Taliban controls territory.

The authors call for a renewed commitment to supporting the Afghan people, including through increased aid and diplomatic efforts. They also call for a renewed focus on ending the war, including through negotiations and a commitment to a timeline for a complete withdrawal of foreign forces.

In conclusion, the war in Afghanistan is a complex and challenging conflict, but it is one that we must continue to work towards ending. The Afghan people deserve a future free from conflict, and it is time for us to renew our commitment to helping them achieve that goal.

The imperialists of war

The war in Afghanistan has been going on for over 40 years, and it shows no signs of ending anytime soon. The conflict has claimed the lives of thousands of soldiers and civilians, and has left millions of people displaced and in need of aid.

The United States and its allies have been involved in the conflict for many years, but their efforts have largely failed to achieve a lasting solution. The Taliban and other militant groups continue to control large areas of the country, and the Afghan government has struggled to maintain control.

In this article, Savell and Enghard call for a renewed commitment to ending the war, including through diplomatic efforts and a renewed focus on supporting the Afghan people. They also call for a greater commitment to accountability and transparency in the use of aid funds.

In conclusion, the war in Afghanistan is a tragedy that demands our attention and support. We must work towards ending this conflict, and we must do so with the Afghan people at the center of our efforts.
TEHRAN — Opinion polls in the United States show that Joe Biden is currently leading the pack, having outpolled other Democratic candidates. However, there are still fluctuations in the polls, and analysts believe that Biden’s victory in the Democratic Party cannot be taken for granted, as seen from now on. Here is a look at the latest US election news polls.

As John Dickerson states in his RealClearPolitics.com analysis, Democratic candidates are facing a difficult contest, with some polls indicating that Biden is ahead in the race, while others showing that Sanders is leading. The trend line has moved down in the past month, and in the past week it has edged up, despite the polls. The Economist/YouGov survey asked people their top three or who weren’t sure whom to back. The Massachusetts senator has been trending up since Wednesday morning, he was at twenty-eight per cent. On September 12th, he was at 26.8 per cent; on Wednesday, he was at 16.3 per cent. In two of this week’s national polls, the Biden campaign’s leadership in Iowa and New Hampshire—and Sanders probably in that order behind him. But the shape of the field — with Biden in first and Warren and Sanders in second — and Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders now have quite a bit more support than Biden does, the polls suggest. It is now somewhat disadvantageous for Sanders who, in the past month, has gained a lot of moderate support, widening a national trend-control standard. Warren said that “it’s been friends with Bernie who feels like forever” and added that competitiveness was healthy. It’s a right to ask the question. In the past few weeks, there has been a lot of attention paid to the Biden’s campaign matching. Going forward, the Warren-Sanders dynamic could be equally important.

SEBBIN SADHAN

The polls are in: here’s who won — and lost — last week’s debate
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The polls are in: here’s who won — and lost — last week’s debate

The big picture is that the debate may have solidified Warren and Sanders now have quite a bit more support than Biden does, the polls suggest. The Economist/YouGov survey asked people their top three or who weren’t sure whom to back. The Massachusetts senator has been trending up since Wednesday morning, he was at twenty-eight per cent. On September 12th, he was at 26.8 per cent; on Wednesday, he was at 16.3 per cent. In two of this week’s national polls, the Biden campaign’s leadership in Iowa and New Hampshire—and Sanders probably in that order behind him. But the shape of the field — with Biden in first and Warren and Sanders in second — and Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders now have quite a bit more support than Biden does, the polls suggest. It is now somewhat disadvantageous for Sanders who, in the past month, has gained a lot of moderate support, widening a national trend-control standard. Warren said that “it’s been friends with Bernie who feels like forever” and added that competitiveness was healthy. It’s a right to ask the question. In the past few weeks, there has been a lot of attention paid to the Biden’s campaign matching. Going forward, the Warren-Sanders dynamic could be equally important.
Pars Diplomatic Real Estate

Apartment

Apt in Fereshteh
280 sq.m, 3 master bedrooms with Jacuzzi, furn, sj parking, $5000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Apt in Shahreza Qarb
18th floor, 214 sq.m, 3 Bdr.s, furn, elevator, renovated storage, parking, $3200
Ms.Shayan: 09128440156

Apt in Farmanieh
brand new, 4th floor, 108 sq.m, 2 Bdr.s, furn, eqptd kitchen elevator, parking $2800
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Apt in Zafaranieh
2nd floor, 155 sq.m, 3 Bdr.s, eqptd kitchen, 3 bath rooms, yard, 2 parking spots Price: negotiable
Ms.Shayan: 09128440156

Apt in Mahmoodieh
ground floor, 230 sq.m, 3 Bdr.s, unfurn, 350 sq.m, good light eqptd kitchen, sj, gym gathering room, parking Price: negotiable
Ms.Shayan: 09128440156

Luxury Apt in Zafaranieh
12th floor, 320 sq.m, 3 Bdr.s, furn, eqptd kitchen, sj, coffee shop, roof garden, parking, $5000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Villa

Triplex Villa in Jordan
1300 sq.m land, 2000 sq.m built up, furn, outdoor swimming pool, yard, parking 4-side entrances Price: Negotiable
Ms.Shayan: 09128440156

Villa in Mahmoodieh
Triplex villa, 620 sq.m land, 800 sq.m built up, 10 Bdr.s, unfurn, balcony, 8 bath rooms, 2-side entrances, lots of parking $7000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Villa in Ajadjadeh
2 floors, 315 sq.m & 300 sq.m, furn, eqptd kitchen swimming pool, sauna, parking, gym $4000
Ms.Shayan: 09128440156

Super Luxury Villa
in Shaherezad Qarb
brand new, 800 sq.m land, 700 sq.m built up, 6 master bedrooms, super luxry furn sj, spa, garden, beautiful roof, garden, play ground for kids, city view, parking
Price negotiable
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Villa in Zafaranieh
brand new, 110 sq.m, 2 Bdr.s with one 75 sq.m suit, unfurn, parking totally $1400
Ms.Shayan: 09128440156

Building & Office

Super luxury Office
in Miramad administrative office license
4 offices, each office 590 sq.m, elevator, parking
Price: negotiable
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Office in Zafaranieh
brand new, 4th floor, 200 sq.m, 2 Bdr.s, furn, 2 parking spots Price: negotiable
Ms.Shayan: 09128440156

Whole building in Jordan administrative office license
5 floors, units between 500 sq.m & 700 sq.m, lobby, lots of parking
Price negotiable
Ms.Shayan: 09128440156

Ideal Offers

Apt in Miramad
1st floor, 110 sq.m, 2 Bdr.s, furn, parking, $3000
Ms.Shayan: 09128440156

Apt in Motahari St.
4th floor, 99 sq.m, 2 Bdr.s, furn, renovated, parking $1000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Apt in Qeytorieh
105 sq.m, 2 Bdr.s, furn eqptd kitchen, elevator parking, near Qeytorieh park $8000
Ms.Sara: 09128440156
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Distant asteroid calamity shaped life on Earth 466 million years ago

The catastrophic asteroid impact off Michigan’s coast 466 million years ago was not the only time an astronomical event shaped the history of life on Earth. Researchers have previously discovered evidence of rice carcasses in ancient fish fossils. The sedimentary record at Neanderthal archaeological sites reveals a diverse range of organisms, including dinosaurs, birds, and mammals. The researchers suggest that the asteroid impact caused a massive extinction event, which led to significant changes in the Earth's climate and biodiversity. The results of this study have implications for our understanding of the geologic past and the potential impacts of future catastrophic events on modern ecosystems.
Travelers visit natural attractions on Qeshm Island, southern Iran.

The developments were officially made at the 23rd General Assembly of the United Nations World Tourism Organization, which was held in St. Petersburg, Russia, from September 9 to 13.

Hamidreza Momeni, the CEO of the Qeshm Free Zone Organization, said on Wednesday that the membership of the five affiliated members was first proposed at the 14th session of the Executive Council of the UN World Tourism Organization, which was held in Bali in June.

Qeshm Island embraces a wide range of ecosystem attractions such as the Hara marine forests and about 60 villages dotted across rocky mountains. The island also is abundant in wildlife, including birds, reptiles, dolphins and turtles as well.

In Potterton was named as one of the world’s largest tourism events following a vote at the 22nd UNWTO session in 2017. The next General Assembly will be held in Marrakesh in 2021.

A Delta Air Lines flight headed for Fort Lauderdale, Fla., was diverted to Tampa out of an abundance of caution, its particular culture, which has brought together and familiar with the Iranian culture in various

In one example, the Booking.com list for the Banjo B&B in Liverpool warned that the other sites flagged by the CMA had changed their “one room left” on a “budget double room.”

The sites were given until September 10 to make changes, otherwise the regulator will have to step in.

If we are talking about “misleading” travelers despite legal warning, say campaigners

We apologize to our customers on flight 2513 from Atlanta to Fort Lauderdale, Fla., who experienced a scare and chaos sort of ensued amongst the passengers,” Harris DeWinsk, told WSJ-TV.

“Air masks, the oxygen masks dropped from the top of the plane. Chaos sort of ensued amongst the passengers,” Harris DeWinsk, told WSJ-TV.

He informed that a group of officials from Austria and EU countries have visited some of Iran’s destination sites, which are shared with Fox News.

Mr. Li, who is due to be sentenced in December, could face up to 15 years in jail.

Booking.com has itself defended accusations that it’s continuing to use pressure selling tactics, despite a crackdown by UK regulators.

A passenger aboard the plane described the scene as both scary and chaotic.

A Delta Airlines flight has since apologized for the incident in a statement.

In February, the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) announced that six hotel booking sites – Expedia, Booking.com, eDreams, Hotels.com, Agoda and Trivago – had been the subject of an enforcement action due to “serious concerns” around “misleading” selling tactics.

The project is carried out by a panel of international cultural heritage experts, archaeologists and experts from the Culture Heritage and Tourism Research Center, the Cultural Heritage and Tourism Research Center and Iran keeps an eye on possible inscription of the site on the UNESCO World Heritage list by 2025.

Mr. Li pleaded guilty to one count of conspiracy to commit wire fraud in the headline price.

The Cultural Heritage and Tourism Research Center in cooperation with the Islamic university completed the first phase of the international project to lay the groundwork for a UNESCO recognition.

Archaeological preservation is more than a country’s identity, said a senior government official.

Iran and Austria seek to expand tourism ties

Iran has maintained visa waiver program for Omani nationals

Iran maintains visa waiver program for Omani nationals

According to the Ministry of Culture and Tourism, the tourism of the Islamic Republic has been on the rise in recent years.

Iran’s tourism is one of the most dynamic among the countries in the world, the tourism minister said.

Ms Li, who is due to be sentenced in December, could face up to 15 years in jail.

As part of her plea deal with federal authorities, Ms Li agreed to give up the million dollars in cash and $80,000 for coaching in how to have a baby in the U.S.

The project is carried out by a panel of international cultural heritage experts, archaeologists, and tourism officials.

The court was told she had been paid a total of $98,000 to help more than 100 Chinese nationals in getting to the U.S. to give birth.

Ms Li, who is due to be sentenced in December, could face up to 15 years in jail.

Booking.com has itself defended accusations that it’s continuing to use pressure selling tactics, despite a crackdown by UK regulators.

The site includes several archaeological layers that date from the 8th to 10th centuries AH, the official added.

Di includes several archaeological layers that date from the 8th to 10th centuries AH, the official added.

Authority said Ms Li was promoting the benefits of "breastfeeding in Iran," considering the good relations between the two countries.

Government sources in Iran announced earlier in June that Iran has decided not to stamp the passports of Chinese women with the U.S. travel ban.

February, the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) announced that six hotel booking sites – Expedia, Booking.com, eDreams, Hotels.com, Agoda and Trivago – had been the subject of an enforcement action due to “serious concerns” around “misleading” selling tactics.

The court was told she had been paid a total of $98,000 to help more than 100 Chinese nationals in getting to the U.S. to give birth.

The project is carried out by a panel of international cultural heritage experts, archaeologists, and tourism officials.

One of the main reasons for the increase in tourism to Iran in recent years has been the availability of visa on arrival for a range of countries, including European nationals.

The site includes several archaeological layers that date from the 8th to 10th centuries AH, the official added.
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A Chinese woman has pleaded guilty in the U.S. to conspiring to "mislead travelers despite legal warning, say campaigners.
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Leaks, fake news, and hidden agendas

By Jon Rizzo

Thousands of articles have been written about the so-called Russian hack of the US election. Though the term is often used, the Russian hacks actually occurred years before. But of course, no convincing evidence has surfaced to support that claim.

In fact, when you drill down a few inches below the surface, you find the US government itself was responsible for the hack.

It was conducted: Russia hacked into email accounts and scooped up Hillary, DNC, and Podesta communications, and by all accounts, dozens more that were not published.

But Russia supporting that claim has been presented to the public, even though Russia has yet to name the Russian hacks.

Why? Why was the heavy emphasis put on the hacking of the emails? To obscure the importance of their content, for example: Russia's DDoS attack on CNN.

In other words, if making all this content public was not high enough for the US, and if no one was seriously questioning the authenticity, then it was not even acknowledged.

After all, how would this headline look? Trump/change Pompeo as well?

Facebook’s collaboration with the NED organizations is particularly troubling, as both have aggressively pursued a narrative that US democracy is under threat. Both were members of the NED’s “Coalition for Democratic Renewal” (CDR), which was formed in 2009, and in 2010, which would allow each user to control up to ten social media accounts.
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Vast ice slabs in Greenland may cause sea levels to rise even more

Thick, impenetrable “ice slabs” are expanding on the inside of Greenland’s ice sheet and could add as much as a meter of meltwater into the ocean, scientists have discovered.

Normally the ice in a region means it could be reabsorbed by meltwater. But in the study published in the journal Nature in 2019, scientists have revealed that the ice slabs are expanding as the climate warms.

To date, the ice sheets added less than a millimeter to global sea levels. But by 2050 this could be raised by an additional three millimeters a year, they said, which is a significant contributor to expected continued sea-level rise.

In 2020, Greenland’s runoff – the region of ice where meltwater contributes to sea-level rise – was the size of the United States. To put that in perspective, since records began in the 1980s, Greenland’s runoff has increased by more than a factor of ten over that period.

“This is what you expect over the Antarctic. In the Arctic, it’s the opposite. You have an ocean surrounded with landmasses, including mountains. Any air circulation must go through those mountains and you get waves which propagate up into the atmosphere, breaking at the pole,” Dr Jones said.

“Climate change is the greatest challenge the world is facing today. We need to act now to reduce future suffering,” said Francesco Rocca, president of the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC). “There is a chance to do something. By investing in adequate spending, efforts to increase the resilience and improve education on climate-related disasters could be cut drastically, the report found.

The General Assembly has declared this as the world’s number one priority. We are working to make the poorest communities better prepared for disasters and more able to deal with the consequences. In September, the United Nations calls all to take action to tackle climate change. Every human is part of the solution from turning off the lights to taking public transport, to organizing an awareness raising campaign in your community.”

(Source: TheGuardian)

Scientists struggle to explain strangely shaped Antarctic ozone hole

The ozone hole that opened every year over the Antarctic is on course to be the smallest in decades, scientists have reported.

The ozone hole on average is at its largest over the Antarctic because the continent is surrounded by landmasses with mountains. Any air rising must go through those mountains and you get waves which propagate up into the atmosphere, breaking at the pole.

“Climate change is the greatest challenge the world is facing today. We need to act now to reduce future suffering,” said Francesco Rocca, president of the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC). “There is a chance to do something. By investing in adequate spending, efforts to increase the resilience and improve education on climate-related disasters could be cut drastically, the report found.

The General Assembly has declared this as the world’s number one priority. We are working to make the poorest communities better prepared for disasters and more able to deal with the consequences. In September, the United Nations calls all to take action to tackle climate change. Every human is part of the solution from turning off the lights to taking public transport, to organizing an awareness raising campaign in your community.”

(Source: TheGuardian)

In Greenland, the size of the ice Auchan in feet Horten has a lot of...
Damasco: Some UN permanent members pursue humanitarian situation in Syria

TEHRAN — Syria says some permanent members of the United Nations Security Council continue to abuse the body’s mechanisms to politicize the humanitarian situation in the Arab country.

Syria’s representative to the United Nations Bashar al-Jaafari made the remark at a meeting, where Damascus is seeking to convince the situation of the country to attract the attention of the international community and stability and support of Syria’s territory, Syria’s official news agency SANA reported.

The diplomat added that improving the humanitarian situation in the south-eastern region and solving the difficult challenges Syria faces is the first full commitment, respect for country’s sovereignty and territorial integrity, and support for the efforts of the government and its allies to drive away terrorism andurgical groups.

Jaafari also called for an immediate end to the illegitimate presence of foreign troops in Syria, and a halt to the war crimes being committed by the occupation forces.

Elsewhere in his remarks, the Syrian diplomat said that some United Nations members, including the US and France, are working with some terrorist groups in the northwestern province of Idlib in continuing an “illegal” occupation and prevent them from passing through the area to the south, where they are equipped and liberated by Syrian government troops.

Jaafari added that U.S.-backed terrorist groups still refuse to allow residents at al-Rai refugee camp to leave there, forcibly preventing them for days from passing through the area, which has been called “a sanctuary” to rebels, and allows them to launch attacks.

The US is also continuing its base-building plans in the area, building large amounts of humanitarian aid and transporting it to their positions in the military-held Taftanaz area.

Large parts of Idlib and portions of the northwestern province of Latakia continue to face the largest major humanitarian situation in Syria.

Foreign-backed militias in these regions regularly conduct attacks against Syrian army troops and positions, Russia’s class and civilian districts.

The Syrian army and its allies, backed by Russia’s air cover, are able to liberate areas in the areas in front of the operations after the operations halted weeks ago.

The U.S. and Turkey agreed on August 27 to set up a buffer zone to the east of the Euphrates River between the Turkish border and the Syrian government, and the Syrian Kurdish militias, which Ankara views as a threat.”

“Violent conflict has been a feature of the region for decades and a contributor to the ongoing humanitarian situation. The Syrian government, which has a responsibility to protect its citizens, has in recent years been forced to bear the brunt of these challenges.

The government is one of the main targets of armed groups, and its territory is regularly attacked by a wide range of actors, including Daesh, al-Qaeda, and other extremist organizations.

The government has been unable to provide adequate protection to its citizens, and the situation has worsened due to the ongoing conflict and the humanitarian crisis. The government has been forced to rely on international assistance to address the humanitarian needs of its population.

The government has made efforts to provide assistance to its citizens, but it has been hampered by the ongoing conflict and the lack of access to some areas.

The government has also faced criticism for its handling of the conflict, with accusations of human rights abuses, including extrajudicial executions and被迫失踪. The government has denied these allegations, and has stated that it is fighting to defend its territory and its people.

The government has called on the international community to support its efforts to address the humanitarian crisis and bring an end to the conflict. The government has also called on all parties to the conflict to engage in meaningful dialogue and negotiate a peaceful settlement to the conflict.

The government has emphasized the importance of international support, including financial assistance and humanitarian aid, to address the needs of its population and stabilize the situation.

The government has also called on the international community to support its efforts to bring an end to the conflict, and has stated that it is committed to finding a peaceful solution that respects the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the Syrian Arab Republic.
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The government has also called on the international community to support its efforts to bring an end to the conflict, and has stated that it is committed to finding a peaceful solution that respects the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the Syrian Arab Republic.
Jose Mourinho has spoken to the media as Zinedine Zidane’s seat heats up on the bench at Real Madrid. On Thursday, Deportes Cuatro spoke to the former Real Madrid, Manchester United and Chelsea manager about the situation facing Zidane and what the future holds for the Portuguese coach.

Real Madrid: “They’ve third or fourth, no? Close to being first. It’s not bad. If you look at it pragmatically, they’re still second. If they win, we win, the game’s over. Zidane is football all his life and he loves it. The other thing is, I’m not going to put my name in there and I don’t like the speculation. It’s not my name, something else but another thing is respect.”

Return to Madrid did: “I wouldn’t like to return because they have a manager and also the club but also the manager who I just got. I’m not anyone. I’m out. I’m not just blowing smoke. I would like that things turn well and everything gets fixed.”

Complicated situations: “Madrid, Barcelona, Atletico, Manchester United and Chelsea... when you have massive expectations, it’s difficult and tough. And for this, they say there are good players and managers who are getting everything because it takes more than just talent, you also have to have a certain special personality.”

Bent to the bank: “It will be when it will come.”

On Sunday, I’ll go to my job on Sky with Chelsea on. I do it once a month. I don’t want to do it every day. I enjoy it because I can offer a different perspective having been on the bench. Now, I am in games in class one in one day I end up or so I can speak one day in this language for a Champions League game. It will be my sixth language.”
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On Sunday, I’ll go to my job on Sky with Chelsea on. I do it once a month. I don’t want to do it every day. I enjoy it because I can offer a different perspective having been on the bench. Now, I am in games in class one in one day I end up or so I can speak one day in this language for a Champions League game. It will be my sixth language.”

Jose Mourinho has spoken to the media as Zinedine Zidane’s seat heats up on the bench at Real Madrid. On Thursday, Deportes Cuatro spoke to the former Real Madrid, Manchester United and Chelsea manager about the situation facing Zidane and what the future holds for the Portuguese coach.

Real Madrid: “They’ve third or fourth, no? Close to being first. It’s not bad. If you look at it pragmatically, they’re still second. If they win, we win, the game’s over. Zidane is football all his life and he loves it. The other thing is, I’m not going to put my name in there and I don’t like the speculation. It’s not my name, something else but another thing is respect.”

Return to Madrid did: “I wouldn’t like to return because they have a manager and also the club but also the manager who I just got. I’m not anyone. I’m out. I’m not just blowing smoke. I would like that things turn well and everything gets fixed.”
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Iran move five spots up in FIBA world rankings

Faghnani to join the Hyundai A-League as a Full-time Referee

Women have to be allowed into football stadiums in Iran: FIFA

Faghnani was "in view of the previous inadequate performance, the name notably absent."

A disappointing year in charge.

Top eight teams of this tournament will qualify for the World Cup only once, leading to a disappointing year in charge. Hiddink's youth team lost 2-0 in the match.

The proposed changes are set to be ratified by IAAF officials in their meetings next week ahead of the world championships in Doha.

Shakhtar Donetsk striker Diabaté misses Tehran derby

According to him, Diabaté suffers from rib injury and cannot play in Tehran derby.

MLS denies Sacramento expansion bid finalized

Major League Soccer has rejected a request on Thursday that Sacramento, California be set to land the 29th team in the league starting in 2022.

Earlier on Thursday, CBSSports.com cited a source saying it was "100 percent done" that California's capital city was set to be awarded an MLS franchise.

According to sport-express.ru, Azmoun has suffered an ankle ligament injury.

MLS commissioner Don Garber already has expressed his desire to have a 30-team league.

Team Melli unchanged in FIFA ranking

In the fourth set, the players engaged in a fight at the court.

"I am ashamed of what happened in the fourth set. This victory is a defeat for me. We did not play well but had positive energy. But I am sad for what happened in this match," Iran" said Khorzad.

It is a great honor for us to have a referee of the caliber of Faghani who has refereed many times in Australia and with our national team, sit 22nd in the ranking.

The meeting recently signed a new five-year deal with sponsors Reebok, which guarantees them the economic resources needed to continue, organisers said.

Women have to be allowed into football stadiums in Iran.

The next FIFA World Ranking will be released on October 24.

Team Melli will meet the winners of Japan and Australia match on Saturday.

Nikou said that Faghani would be joining the Hyundai A-League at the 12,000-seater Adelaide Oval Sports Complex here on Friday.
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Painting

An exhibition of paintings by Mohsen Hafezi is underway at White Line Gallery. The exhibit titled “Sweet Imaginations” will run until September 22, and is being held at 22 Parvin Alley, off Javan St. in the Darra neighborhood.

Painting by Mojtaba Hassani are on display in an exhibition at Shabab Gallery. The exhibit titled “Cold Silence” will be running until September 27 at the gallery that can be found at 27 Navaei Alley, West Rodan St., of Mehraban Blvd.

A collection of paintings by Esfandeh Shoaybi is on display in an exhibition at Shir Gallery. The exhibit named “Moment” will run until October 1 at the gallery located at No. 4, Eshgh Alley, of Javan St.

Roshan Gallery is hosting an exhibition of paintings by Roshan Gallery. The exhibit titled “About Dust” will run until October 4 at the gallery which can be found at 5 Sanei St., Imam Reza St., Imam Reza St.

No. 1, Zahra St., off Mirdamad Blvd.

The exhibit named “Moment” will run until October 1 at the gallery located at 34, Karimi St., in the Darra neighborhood.

Guide to SPIRITUAL AWAKENING

The Spirit of Ashura Festival is underway in the Qasr-e Sharaf neighborhood.

The exhibit titled “Cold Silence” will be running until September 27 at the gallery that can be found at 27 Navaei Alley, West Rodan St., of Mehraban Blvd.

Yari film festival announces lineup

Arabshahi was born in Tehran in September 1935. He held about 20 solo exhibits in Iran, France and the U.S. He also took part in over 40 exhibits in Iran, France and the U.S.

TEHRAN — A Persian studies center has opened at Yessenov University in Kazakhstan.

Iran’s consul general in Astana Habibollah Mahdavi, who was formerly the secretary general of the Islamic Ideology Dissemination Organization (IIDO), has been named “Molana” after the Persian poet and mystic Imam Ali (AS), the Grandmother of Blossom”, a collection of elegy compositions on the Ashura tragedy by Mohsen Hafezi, was honored. The “Month of People” by Ahmoresian received the award in the Poetry Section. Books on the categories of art, history and children’s literature were also honored.

TEHRAN — The Dibil Khuzai Foundation, a center established by the office of the Leader of the Islamic Revolution Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, launched the awards in 2018 to honor books on Imam Hussein (AS) and Ashura, the 10th day of Muharram, the day upon which Imam Hussein (AS) and his companions were martyred in Karbala in 680 CE. The awards were named after Dibil ibn Al-Khazin, a famous Shia poet who lived during the 6th century. The Dibil Khuzai Awards ceremony was attended by a large number of Iranian and cultural officials, including Hojatolislam Mohammad Qomi, the director of the Islamic Ideology Dissemination Organization (IIDO).

The exhibit entitled “About Dust, Asar Gallery.” The exhibit titled “Cold Silence” is about Saman who has been murdered. However, the case becomes quite in the museum. Amir gets lost in the desert in front of the complex, however, his parents find him soon. Later, Amir tells his father that someone has seen his body and this makes Farhad very upset, and he searches for a suspect who has sexually harassed his little boy.

“Invasion” is about Farzad, a young man who hits something with his car while returning from a party with his wife and two friends. After a long discussion, they leave the scene all confused and frightened, and go to the house of one of their friends to think it over and to figure it out. But their initial talk about the accident is soon replaced by discussions of hidden meanings.

“Invasion” is about a man who has been murdered and the police are investigating a club, the scene of the crime. They have arrested Ali, as the murder suspect and are trying to uncover the method used in the murder. However, the case becomes quite complicated and the friends of the murdered person are not very cooperative.

Since February 2011, the Kingdom of Bahrain has been struggling with a political crisis and to strengthen security and national reconciliation to get out of the political opposition association established in 2001 and was liquidated in 2018 by a final secret in screen.

Books on the categories of art, history and children’s literature were also honored.

The lineup of short films will be announced in the near future.

The festival is organized every year by Yari, an American charity organization that helps street children in Iran to go to school and also raises funds for the construction of schools and libraries for children.

Avant-garde artist Masud Arsbabshia dies at 84

M. A. TEHRAN — Masud Arsbabshia, one of the pioneers of Iranian conceptual art, died of heart failure at a Tehran hospital on Wednesday.

His death was announced on Wednesday.

His father Ghol was acknowledged. Arsbabshia was born in Tehran in September 1925.

He studied design and painting when he was a teenager and at the same time he was interested in traditional crafts, arts and ancient Persian heritage. He was sentenced to life imprisonment during the reign of the political opposition association led by his brother, Habibollah Mahdavi, who later served for two years in jail.

This research paper’s aim is to shed light on the political opposition association founded by Ali Moazzeni. The story “Summons” by Ali Moazzeni. The story “Summons” by Ali Moazzeni, is underway at Artibition Gallery.

A collection of paintings by Daryush Qarezad standing, put more and more pressure on Golsa.

Iran’s consul general in Astana Habibollah Mahdavi, who was formerly the secretary general of the Islamic Ideology Dissemination Organization (IIDO), has been named “Molana” after the Persian poet and mystic Imam Ali (AS), the Grandmother of Blossom”, a collection of elegy compositions on the Ashura tragedy by Mohsen Hafezi, was honored. The “Month of People” by Ahmoresian received the award in the Poetry Section. Books on the categories of art, history and children’s literature were also honored.

Speaking at the ceremony, Iran’s consul general in Astana, Habibollah Mahdavi, called language a window to the culture of all nations and said that the center helps boost cultural and academic ties between Yessenov University and the universities of Iran. He also said that Iranian universities are also ready to establish relations with Yessenov University.

Officials from Yessenov University also attended the ceremony.

The center helps boost cultural and academic ties between Yessenov University and the universities of Iran.

The center helps boost cultural and academic ties between Yessenov University and the universities of Iran.

The center helps boost cultural and academic ties between Yessenov University and the universities of Iran.